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     Car rental
  Car renting from 15.20 EUR/day, mini-van renting from 44.80 EUR/day is available!
 You can also rent cars with drivers! You can travel in a safe and quick way 
with our experienced drivers! Latest, market leading car brands.
 
 Continue » 
 
 
    Car renting with chauffeur
  We adjust our favorable priced transfer costs to Your needs!
 Our private transfer service offers the possibility to choose custom designations!
 It can be ordered for both domestic and international journeys!
 
 Continue » 
 
 
    Claim settlement for vehicles
  Car insurance, consulting.
 Complete insurance claim handling, claim reporting, claim settlement.
 Providing a replacement car in a favorable price for the time of repair.
 
 Continue » 
 
 

  Car rental on favorable terms from ELASTIC-CAR
  	When is it worth to rent a car?
	Car rent with driver
	Prerequisites

    Many say that renting a car is luxury, but thanks to our low prices it is now affordable to anyone. If you don't have your car at hand when you would need it, or you just don't want to buy one, contact us.
More »
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  You can rent our cars with a chauffeur for any occasions so that you can feel yourself comfortable. With our experienced drivers you will arrive to the desired location safely, quickly and on time.
More »
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  The service of renting a car is easily available for both individuals and/or companies. The minimum rent time is 24 hours.
More »
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     Our rentable cars
    [image: Skoda Fabia] 
  Skoda Fabia
 Can be rented **from 18.90 €/day!
 View the details » 
 
  [image: Opel Astra J] 
  Opel Astra J
 Can be rented **from 21.18 €/day!
 View the details » 
 
  [image: Opel Astra J Automata] 
  Opel Astra J Automata
 Can be rented **from 24.21 €/day!
 View the details » 
 
  [image: Skoda Rapid Automata] 
  Skoda Rapid Automata
 Can be rented **from 24.21 €/day!
 View the details » 
 
  [image: Skoda Octavia Kombi] 
  Skoda Octavia Kombi
 Can be rented **from 22.70 €/day!
 View the details » 
 
  [image: Opel Vivaro] 
  Opel Vivaro
 Can be rented **from 43.75 €/day!
 View the details » 
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 The process of car rental
At Elastic car rental booking and renting the selected car can be done with a few easy steps.
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 Choose the 
car type
 Choose the desired car type from the car rental menu!
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 Check the terms & conditions
 Check the conditions of car rental and the costs!
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 Provide the details of the car rental
 By clicking the reserve button provide your personal information, the start and the end date of the car rental!
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 Send the 
reservation
 Once we received your reservation our colleague will contact you.
 


The process of chauffeur rental
At Elastic car rental it is possible to rent a car with a driver with a few easy steps.
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 Choose the 
car type
 Choose the desired car type from the car rental menu!
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 Hour / distance (km) based service
 Choose an option according to your needs from our price list! Select the start and the end date of the car rental!
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 Provide the details of the car rental
 Please specify the exact number of passengers and luggage in the Other/Notes section.
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 Send the
reservation
 Once we received your reservation our colleague will contact you.
 


 
 

  Additional services
 Elastic-Car Ltd. is more than just a regular car rental agency. We tailored our prices and services to best fit the needs of our customers. Our rental cars are in perfectly good condition both technically and aesthetically. We guarantee that our clients will always get their cars clean and properly equipped for the current season.
  Claim settlement
In case damage was done to the vehicle,
you have to contact the insurance company
settling the claim and make an accurate
report of the event – we will help you with this!
More »

Car-body repair
For car-body repair please fill out our claimant form, so that we could get a preliminary picture about the required amount of work for car-body and polishing! We can provide more details about the exact process and costs of repair in our workshop!
More »

Polishing
The polishing workshop enables an effective work and guarantees a dust-free surface treatment, painting, color and surface quality that confirms to the polishing regulations.
More »
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 Do you have a question? We will call you back!
 Please give us your phone number and our colleagues will contact you within a short time.
 
     
 
     
 
    
 
 
 

   Latest articles
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 When is it worth to rent a car?
 Many say that renting a car is luxury, but thanks to our low prices it is now affordable to anyone. If you don't have your car at hand when you would need it, or you just don't want to buy one, contact us.
 More » 
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